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minimising pollution from ships, both accidental and through routine
operations, including oil, chemicals, sewage and waste. This publication
contains the 2006 consolidated edition of the treaty, including articles,
protocols and annexes, and it supersedes the 2002 consolidated edition
(ISBN 9280151258).
Maritime Security and the Law of the Sea - Sir Malcolm D. Evans
2020-01-31
Exploring everything from contemporary challenges to ocean security
this book offers detailed insights into the increasing activities of state
and non-state actors at sea. Chapters revisit the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (LOSC), highlighting how not all
maritime security threats can be addressed by this, and further looking
at the ways in which the LOSC may even hinder maritime security.
International Safety Management Code - International Maritime
Organization 2002

Maritime Security - S. M. Jones 2012
IMDG Code - International Maritime Organization 2021-01-11
The International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code is the standard guide
to all aspects of handling dangerous goods and marine pollutants in sea
transport. The Code lays down basic principles: detailed
recommendations for individual substances, materials and articles, and a
number of recommendations for good operational practice, including
advice on terminology, packing, labelling, stowage, segregation and
handling, and emergency response action. The Code has undergone
many changes over the years, in both format and content, in order to
keep up with the rapid expansion of the shipping industry. Amendment
40-20 includes revisions to various sections of the Code and to transport
requirements for specific substances. It is mandatory as from 1 June
2022 but may be applied by Administrations in whole or in part on a
voluntary basis from 1 January 2021
MARPOL - International Maritime Organization 2006
The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution From Ships
1973 and the Protocol of 1978 (known as MARPOL 73/78) entered into
force in October 1983. Its objective is to preserve the marine
environment by setting out regulations aimed at preventing and
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MARPOL Consolidated Edition 2011 - International Maritime
Organization 2011
The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships,
1973 (MARPOL Convention), is concerned with preserving the marine
environment through the prevention of pollution by oil and other harmful
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substances and the minimization of accidental discharge of such
substances. Its technical content is laid out in six Annexes, the first five
of which were in the 1973 Convention, as modified by the 1978 Protocol,
and cover pollution of the sea by oil, by noxious liquid substances in bulk,
by harmful substances in packaged form, by sewage from ships and by
garbage from ships. Annex VI was adopted by the 1997 Protocol and
covers air pollution from ships
Guidelines for Ships Operating in Polar Waters - International
Maritime Organization 2010
Ships operating in the Arctic and Antarctic environments are exposed to
a number of unique risks. Poor weather conditions and the relative lack
of good charts, communication systems and other navigational aids pose
challenges for mariners. The remoteness of the areas makes rescue or
clean-up operations difficult and costly. Cold temperatures may reduce
the effectiveness of numerous components of the ship, ranging from deck
machinery and emergency equipment to sea suctions. When ice is
present, it can impose additional loads on the hull, propulsion system and
appendages. The Guidelines for ships operating in polar waters aim at
mitigating the additional risk imposed on shipping in the harsh
environmental and climatic conditions that exist in polar waters. This
publication should be of interest to maritime administrations, ship
manufacturers, shipping companies, cruise and tour operators, education
institutes and others concerned with the safe operation of ships in polar
waters.
Training Course for Instructors - International Maritime Lecturers
Assoication 2017-09-15
This model course aims to assist instructors in the design and delivery of
Port Facility Security officer (PFSO) training courses by: Linking the
knowledge required to competently perform the duties and
responsibilities of a PFSO, as identified in MSC.1/Circ.1188, Guidelines
on Training and Certification for Port Facility Security Officers (22 May
2006), to the relevant guidance material contained in the Guide to
Maritime Security and the ISPS Code, 2012 Edition; and identifying
opportunities to increase the level of knowledge in certain key areas of
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responsibility
Port Facility Security Officer - International Maritime Organization
2011-10-03
This model course has been based on MSC/Circ 1188, 'Guidelines on
training and certification for Port Facility Security Officers', and aims to
provide knowledge to those who may be designated to perform the duties
and responsibilities of a Port Facility Security Officer (PFSO), as defined
in section A/2.1.8 (and section A/17) of the ISPS Code, and in particular
the duties and responsibilities with respect to the security of a port
facility, for ensuring the development (or for developing) of a Port
Facility Security Assessment, for ensuring the development (or for
developing) of, implementing, maintaining and updating a Port Facility
Security Plan and for liaising with Ship Security Officers (SSOs) and with
Company Security Officers (CSOs).
ISPS Code - Peter Moth 2004
Maritime Cybersecurity - Steven D Shepard, PhD 2020-09-02
The maritime industry is thousands of years old. The shipping industry,
which includes both ships and ports, follows practices that are as old as
the industry itself, yet relies on decades-old information technologies to
protect its assets. Computers have only existed for the last 60 years and
computer networks for 40. Today, we find an industry with rich tradition,
colliding with new types of threats, vulnerabilities, and exposures. This
book explores cybersecurity aspects of the maritime transportation
sector and the threat landscape that seeks to do it harm.
Maritime Security and the Law of the Sea - Natalie Klein 2012-10-04
Maritime Security and the Law of the Sea examines the rights and duties
of states across a broad spectrum of maritime security threats. It
provides comprehensive coverage of the different dimensions of
maritime security in order to assess how responses to maritime security
concerns are, and should be, shaping the law of the sea. The discussion
canvasses passage of military vessels and military activities at sea, law
enforcement activities across the different maritime zones, information
sharing and intelligence gathering, as well as armed conflict and naval
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warfare. In doing so, this book not only addresses traditional security
concerns for naval power but also examines responses to contemporary
maritime security threats, such as terrorism, weapons of mass
destruction, piracy, drug-trafficking, environmental damage and illegal
fishing. While the protection of sovereignty and national interests remain
fundamental to maritime security and the law of the sea, there is
increasing acceptance of a common interest that exists among states
when seeking to respond to a variety of modern maritime security
threats. It is argued that security interests should be given greater scope
in our understanding of the law of the sea in light of the changing
dynamics of exclusive and inclusive claims to ocean use. More flexibility
may be required in the interpretation and application of the UN
Convention on the Law of the Sea if appropriate responses to ensure
maritime security are to be allowed.
Maritime Safety and Security in the Indian Ocean - Vijay Sakhuja 2016
This book provides a comprehensive view of the maritime safety and
security challenges in countries of the Indian Ocean Rim Association
(IORA). Various issues such as trans-national crime including piracy,
terrorism, drug and arms smuggling; Humanitarian Assistance and
Disaster Relief (HA/DR) and maritime and aeronautical Search and
Rescue (SAR); Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) fishing and
resource management for sustainable development are viewed from the
perspectives of IORA members. It also discusses the role of cooperative
organizational structures and the need for capability building and
capacity optimization in the light of existing legal frameworks for
enhancing maritime safety and security in the Indian Ocean.
Maritime Security - Ph.D, Daniel J. Benny 2015-10-09
In a time when threats against the maritime community have never been
greater, Maritime Security: Protection of Marinas, Ports, Small
Watercraft, Yachts, and Ships provides a single, comprehensive source of
necessary information for understanding and preventing or reducing
threats to the maritime community.The book defines what comprises the
mariti
Guidelines on Fatigue - International Maritime Organization 2002
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To assist in the development of a marine safety culture by addressing the
issue of fatigue, the IMO has developed practical guidance to assist
interested parties to better understand and manage the issue of
"fatigue".
The Maritime Dimension of European Security - B. Germond
2015-05-19
In an age of uncertainties influenced by information technologies and the
networking of societies, the maritime domain remains the main global
lane of communication, vital for trade and security. The European Union
has become a maritime actor, carrying out counter-piracy and maritime
capacity-building operations and actively dealing with maritime safety,
fisheries protection, port security, maritime surveillance and counterimmigration at sea. The Union's policies, mechanisms and activities
related to the maritime domain are now backed by a Maritime Security
Strategy, adopted by the Council in June 2014. This cutting edge book
accounts for the trends in maritime strategy and seapower politics as
well as the recent developments in the field, both at the conceptual and
practical level. It discusses the significance of the maritime domain for
European security in general and for the EU in particular. Readers are
provided with the necessary tools to critically assess the EU's potential
as a global maritime actor and evaluate why Europe's prosperity and
security rests on its capacity to shape events at sea.
Reeds 21st Century Ship Management - John W Dickie 2014-04-17
Ship management has constantly had to evolve to take into account the
advancements in technology as well as the demands of the shipping
industry. Having internet access and email on board ship has meant that
the ship manager has to possess certain sets of skills to function
effectively in the post, including computer literacy. The emergence of
large multi-national ship management companies has also changed how
business is conducted and this is turn means that the ship manager and
tiers of management within the organization have had to evolve to cope
with the demands of working with a multi-national workforce.
Furthermore, since the mid-1980s there has been an ever expanding raft
of legislation that is more restrictive for companies to meet, and a
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shrinking of profit margins has seen a shift in how companies are
required to operate to survive. This book addresses the demands of 21st
century ship management with the focus of the book as much about the
people who manage ships as about the theory and practice of ship
management.
IMO Member State Audit Scheme (IMSAS) 2015 - International
Maritime Organization 2015-06-15
This publication contains all relevant resolutions adopted by the
International Maritime Organization (IMO) in the process of the
institutionalization of the IMO Member State Audit Scheme (IMSAS), as
well as other documents developed to support its effective
implementation. It includes: (i) Framework and Procedures for IMSAS;
(ii) IMO Instruments Implementation Code (III Code); (iii) 2013 nonexhaustive list of obligations under instruments relevant to the III Code;
(iv) Amendments to conventions making the use of the III Code
mandatory in audits of Member States; (v) Other resolutions; (iv)
Auditor's Manual for IMSAS.
Security Awareness Training for All Seafarers - International
Maritime Organization 2012
This model course is intended to provide the knowledge required to
enable personnel without designated security duties in connection with a
Ship Security Plan (SSP) to enhance ship security in accordance with the
requirements of chapter XI-2 of SOLAS 74 as amended, the ISPS Code,
and section A-VI/6-1 of the STCW Code, as amended. Those who
successfully complete this course should achieve the required standard
of competence enabling them to contribute to the enhancement of
maritime security through heightened awareness and the ability to
recognize security threats and to respond appropriately.
Security in Ports - International Labour Office 2004
This Code of Practice, developed jointly by the International Labour
Office and the International Maritime Organization, contains a guidance
framework for the formulation and implementation of security strategies
and the identification of potential security risks. Aimed at governments,
employers and workers, it is intended to promote a common approach to
guide-to-maritime-security-and-the-isps-code

port security amongst Member states. The guidelines deal with a variety
of issues including security roles, tasks and measures to deter, detect
and respond to unlawful acts against ports serving international traffic
and maritime operations, as well as considering security awareness and
training. Practical examples of a port security assessment and a port
security plan are also included. This code follows, where possible, the
practice and principles identified in the IMO's ISPS Code and acts as a
valuable, complementary guidance document to it, by extending
consideration of port security beyond the area of the port facility into the
whole port.
Maritime Security - 2021
Port State Control - Oya Özçayır 2018-05-08
Port State Control, Second Edition is a comprehensive publication
dealing with the full implications and regulations of port State control. It
provides a detailed analysis of the legal framework relating to port State
control, including the most recent developments in this area. It covers
not only the regional agreements on port State control and the EU
legislation on this subject but also the background of the port State
control process, its implications in practice and its effect on the ISM
Code and the classification societies. The book covers topics such as:
Amendments and changes to the regional port state control systems The
addition of an appeal procedure to the Paris MOU Issues related to the
ports of refuge and the urgency for authorities to draw up appropriate
plans for places of refuge following the recent incidents The ISPS Code
for maritime security in the light of newly recognised vulnerability
against terrorist attacks Update to Equasis Progress with Qualship
regime under US Port State Control system. This book will be an
invaluable reference tool for shipping lawyers around the world.
Port Management - H. Haralambides 2015-07-21
Port Management brings together a collection of seminal papers from
Palgrave’s journal Maritime Economics and Logistics. It is a dynamic
volume, containing contributions from leading authors with different
disciplinary backgrounds, representing a vast regional diversity. The
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volume provides authoritative and timely investigations into key topics in
port economics, including research on: global supply chains, port
networks, choice modelling, port infrastructure, competition, port
pricing, efficiency in European seaports, and an analysis of Chinese
container ports. It is essential reading for professionals, scholars, and
researchers interested in port economics.
Maritime Security Partnerships - National Research Council 2008-12-16
To offer security in the maritime domain, governments around the world
need the capabilities to directly confront common threats like piracy,
drug-trafficking, and illegal immigration. No single navy or nation can do
this alone. Recognizing this new international security landscape, the
former Chief of Naval Operations called for a collaborative international
approach to maritime security, initially branded the "1,000-ship Navy."
This concept envisions U.S. naval forces partnering with multinational,
federal, state, local and private sector entities to ensure freedom of
navigation, the flow of commerce, and the protection of ocean resources.
This new book from the National Research Council examines the
technical and operational implications of the "1,000-ship Navy," as they
apply to four levels of cooperative efforts: U.S. Navy, Coast Guard, and
merchant shipping only; U.S. naval and maritime assets with others in
treaty alliances or analogous arrangements; U.S. naval and maritime
assets with ad hoc coalitions; and U.S. naval and maritime assets with
others than above who may now be friendly but could potentially be
hostile, for special purposes such as deterrence of piracy or other
criminal activity.
Effective Mooring - OCIMF. 2019
Mooring is one of the most complex and dangerous operations for ship
and terminal crew. If something goes wrong, the consequences can be
severe. Effective Mooring gives crew a general introduction to mooring
and guidance on how to stay safe during mooring operations. It is written
in an easy-to-understand style for seafarers worldwide and can be used
as a training guide for both new and experienced crew. Produced by the
Oil Companies International Marine Forum (OCIMF), the book is written
for crew on board oil tankers, barges and terminals, but the principles
guide-to-maritime-security-and-the-isps-code

can be applied to any vessel.
Security Awareness Training for Port Facility Personnel with
Designated Security Duties - International Maritime Organization
2011-03-24
International Maritime Security Law - James Kraska 2013-04-19
International Maritime Security Law, by James Kraska and Raul Pedrozo,
defines an emerging interdisciplinary field of law and policy comprised of
norms, legal regimes, and rules to address today's hybrid threats to the
global order of the oceans
Code of Safe Working Practices for Merchant Seafarer's - Stationery
Office (Great Britain) 2018-01-18
Amendment to 2015 consolidated ed. (ISBN 9780115534027).
Amendment consists of loose-leaf pages that replace select pages from
the main edition binder
Port Facility Security Officer - International Maritime Organization
2015-07-17
This model course aims to assist instructors in the design and delivery of
Port Facility Security officer (PFSO) training courses by: Linking the
knowledge required to competently perform the duties and
responsibilities of a PFSO, as identified in MSC.1/Circ.1188, Guidelines
on Training and Certification for Port Facility Security Officers (22 May
2006), to the relevant guidance material contained in the Guide to
Maritime Security and the ISPS Code, 2012 Edition; and identifying
opportunities to increase the level of knowledge in certain key areas of
responsibility
IAMSAR Manual - International Maritime Organization 2019-08-08
The primary purpose of the three volumes of the International
Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue Manual (IAMSAR Manual)
is to assist States in meeting their own search and rescue (SAR) needs,
and the obligations they accepted under the Convention on International
Civil Aviation, the International Convention on Maritime Search and
Rescue and the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea
(SOLAS). These volumes provide guidelines for a common aviation and
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maritime approach to organising and providing SAR services. States are
encouraged to develop and improve their SAR services, co-operate with
neighbouring States and to consider their SAR services to be part of a
global system. Each volume of the IAMSAR Manual is written with
specific SAR system duties in mind, and can be used as a stand-alone
document, or, in conjunction with the other two Manuals, as a means to
attain a full view of the SAR system. The Organization and Management
volume (volume I) discusses the global SAR system concept,
establishment and improvement of national and regional SAR systems
and co-operation with neighbouring States to provide effective and
economical SAR services; The Mission Co-ordination volume (volume II)
assists personnel who plan and co-ordinate SAR operations and
exercises; and The Mobile Facilities volume (volume III) is intended to be
carried aboard rescue units, aircraft, and vessels to help with
performance of a search, rescue, or on-scene co-ordinator function and
with aspects of SAR that pertain to their own emergencies
2000 HSC Code - International Maritime Organization 2008
The International Code of Safety for High-Speed Craft, 2000 (2000 HSC
Code) applies to craft for which the keels are laid, or which are at a
similar stage of construction, on or after 1 July 2002. The application of
the both HSC Codes is mandatory under chapter X of the SOLAS
Convention. This edition incorporates amendments that were adopted in
2004 and 2006.--Publisher's description.
International Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue Manual 2010

(ix) sample extraction smoke detection systems; (x) low-location lighting
systems; (xi) fixed emergency fire pumps; (xii) arrangement of means of
escape; (xiii) fixed deck foam systems; (xiv) inert gas systems; (xv) fixed
hydrocarbon gas detection systems. This edition also includes IMO
resolutions and circulars relevant to the Code.
Waste Assessment Guidelines Under the London Convention and
Protocol - International Maritime Organization 2014
This publication presents guidance documents adopted by the
Consultative Meetings of the London Convention and its 1996 Protocol.
These include generic waste assessment guidelines, as well as specific
guidelines for the waste assessment of the following: dredged material;
sewage sludge; fish waste; vessels; platforms and structures; inert,
inorganic geological material; organic material of natural origin; bulky
items and catrbon dioxide streams
Lloyd's MIU Handbook of Maritime Security - Rupert Herbert-Burns
2008-09-24
Managing the ever-changing nature and cross-disciplinary challenges of
the maritime sector demands a complete understanding of the special
characteristics of the maritime space. The complexity of the operations
of ships, ports, shipping companies, and naval and coast guard maritime
security operations as well as the economic significance and the in
A Practitioner's Guide to Effective Maritime and Port Security Michael Edgerton 2013-10-25
Sets forth practices to ensure security and fosterinternational trade
Written with an international perspective, this book analyzesthe complex
set of factors affecting the security of port andmaritime operations,
including shipping, politics, economics,crime, and terrorism. Author
Michael Edgerton critiques currentapproaches to maritime and port
security based on his more thantwenty-five years of experience in the
field. He not only pointsout vulnerabilities in today's practices, but also
provides a setof proven and tested recommendations that recognize the
role andinterests of both government and the private sector in
enhancingsecurity while ensuring the flow of international trade.
Readersmay be surprised to learn that, with greater efficiency, they

FSS Code - International Maritime Organization 2016-01-11
This publication presents engineering specifications for fire safety
equipment and systems required by SOLAS chapter II-2 concerning: (i)
international shore connections; (ii) personnel protection; (iii) fire
extinguishers; (iv) fixed gas fire-extinguishing systems; (v) fixed foam
fire-extinguishing systems; (vi) fixed pressure water-spraying and watermist fire-extinguishing systems; (vii) automatic sprinkler, fire detection
and fire alarm systems; (viii) fixed fire detection and fire alarm systems;
guide-to-maritime-security-and-the-isps-code
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canactually improve security while reducing the cost of security atthe
same time. Using real-world case studies to support its analyses
andrecommendations, A Practitioner's Guide to Effective Maritimeand
Port Security: Reviews the core components of the international
maritimeoperating environment Assesses the potential threats to ports in
the maritimeenvironment Examines approaches to maritime port security
in the UnitedStates, European Union, and around the world Presents
principles for effective, risk-based maritime and portsecurity At the end
of the book, two appendices provide a framework forconducting security
risk assessments and threat assessments.There's also a third appendix to
help organizations assess their"risk appetite." Recommended for
students and professionals responsible for thesafety and security of ports
and maritime trade, this book reframesport and maritime security as a
key component of amultidisciplinary system in which secure and efficient
trade is theobjective.
Guide to Helicopter - Ship Operations - International Chamber of
Shipping 1989-01-01

piracy poses to global security and commerce, as well as measures and
policies to mitigate the threat. The essays analyze piracy activities in key
shipping lanes (including the African coast, the Arabian Sea, the Bay of
Bengal, and the Straits of Malacca-South China Sea); piratical groups
and their capabilities; case studies on overlaps between piracy,
terrorism, and organized crime; legal and policy hurdles to combating
piracy; tactical recommendations for combating piracy; and new trends
and developments in the area. The counter response to maritime
terrorism has been slow in coming, hampered by issues rooted in
sovereignty, the laws of the sea, and the inherent challenges of
international coordination. Yet given the likelihood that threats posed by
piracy will not recede, but rather increase, all actors affected by
maritime security will, sooner or later, need to address these challenges.
Maritime Security - Michael McNicholas 2016-03-19
Maritime Security, 2e, provides practical, experience-based, and proven
knowledge - and a "how-to-guide" - on maritime security. McNicholas
explains in clear language how commercial seaports and vessels
function; what threats currently exist; what security policies, procedures,
systems, and measures must be implemented to mitigate these threats;
and how to conduct ship and port security assessments and plans.
Whether the problem is weapons of mass destruction or cargo theft,
Maritime Security provides invaluable guidance for the professionals
who protect our shipping and ports. New chapters focus on whole
government maritime security, UN legal conventions and frameworks,
transnational crime, and migration. Updates throughout will provide the
latest information in increasingly important field. Provides an excellent
introduction to issues facing this critical transportation channel Three
all-new chapters, and updated throughout to reflect changes in maritime
security Increased coverage of migration issues and transnational crime
New contributors bring legal security and cybersecurity issues to the
fore

Guide to Maritime Security and the ISPS Code - International
Maritime Organization 2012
This user guide has been developed to consolidate existing IMO maritime
security-related material into a companion guide to SOLAS chapter XI-2
and the ISPS Code so as to assist States in promoting maritime security
through development of the requisite legal framework, associated
administrative practices, procedures and the necessary material,
technical and human resources. The intention is to assist SOLAS
Contracting Governments in the implementation, verification, compliance
with, and enforcement of, the provisions of SOLAS chapter XI-2 and the
ISPS Code.
Violence at Sea - Peter Lehr 2006-11-02
Violence at Sea is an overview of maritime piracy, examining threats that
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